Visit from ‘down under’

Employees of Church Hill Classics led a tour of its Monroe facility for the Australian Rotary Group Study Exchange Team, who spent time in Connecticut recently. The group visited sights in the southern half of the state, and spent an entire day in Monroe. The tour of CHC, a leading manufacturer and online retailer in the collegiate diploma frame industry, as well as with Professional Associations and the Military, was led by Helen Taylor, National Sales Manager. The Australian group was made up of four, non-Rotarian, young professionals and from the Sydney area (Rotary District 9750) and a Rotarian leader, Howard Davy. Pictured are: Monroe Rotarians David Wolfe and Phil Lindstrom, team members Sophie Hunter, a police officer; Rebekah Schultz, library manager; Dr. Zoe Terpening, clinical neuropsychologist; and Perri Calderwood, special education assistant principal, and Helen Taylor of CHC.
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